Once
once a blunder and a crime
once a certain gain of time
once by space, for all that matters
once for all acquired letters
once before the City of Granada
once destructed the armada
once both prudent and enlightened
once cut short, it can be heightened
once effected should continue
once established, then to please you
once existed on the earth
once in the seven years since birth
once for peace, or to a point
once, he is for having joined
once, from one camp to the next
once introduced, the purest text
once, if this fault is committed
once occupied can be admitted
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once inform the other Power
once in the darkest of the hour
once it is lowered, by those weavers
once spirited up by the believers
once suspected by Ordonius the King
once on the game, this is the thing
once under Roman Jurisdiction
once allowing this old friction
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Once again
once a blunder and a crime
once a certain gain of time
once both prudent and enlightened
a surprise is always heightened
once by space, for all that matters
to those to whom you shew my letters
once established, then to them
it is not lawful to condemn
once existed on the earth
at the moment of his birth
once for peace, or to a point
to defend itself against the joint
once, if this fault is committed
yet in Oaths no thing is admitted
once inform the other Power
both of which were of the flower
once in the Seven Years of War
all his servants, except three or four
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once it is lowered, by those weavers
foundational documents that united believers
once let the Romans become Masters
Statutes anticipate such disasters
once occupied, can be abandoned
so when the people’s consent was demanded
once on the game, this is a matter
he got the infection by a letter
once spirited up to Rage and Fury
the case laid down in his charge to the jury
once under Roman Jurisdiction
recourse for that end to any fiction
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